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“Exo-C” is NASA’s first community study of a 

modest aperture space telescope optimized for high 

contrast observations of exoplanetary systems. The 

mission will be capable of taking optical spectra of 

nearby exoplanets in reflected light, discovering pre-

viously undetected planets, and imaging structure in a 

large sample of circumstellar disks. It will obtain 

unique science results on planets down to super-Earth 

sizes and serve as a technology pathfinder toward an 

eventual flagship-class mission to find and character-

ize habitable Earth-like exoplanets. We present the 

mission/payload design and its science yield, high-

lighting steps to reduce mission cost/risk relative to 

previous mission concepts. Key elements are a 1.4 m 

unobscured telescope aperture, an internal corona-

graph with deformable mirrors for precise wavefront 

control, and an orbit and observatory design chosen 

for high thermal stability. Exo-C has a similar tele-

scope aperture, orbit, lifetime, and spacecraft bus re-

quirements to the highly successful Kepler mission 

(which is our cost reference). The needed technology 

development is on-course to support a mission start in 

2017, should NASA decide to proceed. This paper 

summarizes the study final report completed in Febru-

ary 2015. Key accomplishments include excellent 

modeled telescope stability, a telescope and instrument 

design that is optimal for dual polarization through-

put, and fitting the mission into the prescibed cost cap.  

See http://exep.jpl.nasa.gov/stdt/exoc for the final  

study report. The figure to the right shows the obser-

vatory flight configuration. 
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